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STAIRWAYS TO TRAINERS

Activity Report

20th June - Sunday  

20:00 WELCOMING EVENING 

After most of the participants arrived, they had a dinner after which everybody 
gathered to the activity room. Coordinators welcome the group and informed 
that few people are still in their way but we will have a short get to know each 
other. Trainers started with a short introduction and everybody got the chance to 
tell their name and country. 
 

Step Your Name
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The group practices a repetitive rhythmic sequence of steps, until they 
automatize it. Once it is automatized, a persons says their name fitting with the 
rhythmic pattern, and all others repeat the name following the rhythmic pattern. 
Repeat with the next person, until all names have been said.

Burrito Needs a Name

Name game: throw a ball at somebody else and say the person’s name and 
country. Repeat for a while. Then raise the level of challenge of the game: 
establish eye contact with somebody, throw the ball at the person and say 
nothing. The person catching the ball need to say name and country of the 
person throwing the ball.

Secret missions

Everybody gets a secret mission to fulfill until the next day. Such missions 
include among other:

• pretend to be talking loudly in your sleep
• pretend that you are half-japanese and tell it to at least 3 people
• touch somebody’s ear 3 times within 5 minutes
• complain to the organiser that there is a fishy smell in your room
• make a toast in front of the group
• ...
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3 Truth and One False

Evening continued with a get to know game. All participants got a white paper 
and firstly, they wrote their name in the middle of the paper. Secondly, they had 
to write four facts about themselves to the corners of the paper. Three facts were 
true and one not. After a short time, people were asked to walk around the room, 
check others papers, guess which one is a lie and make a dot next to that. Each 
dot were counted and in a big circle, everyone had an opportunity to read out 
loud their facts, how many people thought it’s a lie and confess about the actual 
lie. 

50 Hardest Questions of Mankind and 36 Questions to Fall in Love

To have an informal end of the evening and to facilitate getting to know each 
other, snacks and soft drinks are offered with soft music in the background. As 
triggers for talks and discussions, the “50 hardest questions of humanity” and 
“12 out of 36 questions to fall in love” are offered. Participants can discuss in 
couples or in groups.
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21st June – Monday – Get to Know, Training Intro, Team Building – 
Forming Day

9h30 – Get to Know Each Other

Team welcome the full group and we had a circle of names and countries. Team 
also shared information about COVID-19 and what are the regulations in Estonia. 
Team walked outside and we started the get to know games.

Running Name
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Participants need to play the game cat and mouse, in pairs and in turn they get 
to run around each other, tap on the shoulder of each participant in the circle 
and say their name out loud.  

Alphabetical order 

A thin rope was places to the floor. Participants had to place themselves on the 
rope. Trainer gave i nstructions that they are not allowed to talk, and they have 
to be in contact with the rope all the time. The assignment is to form a row 
according to the alphabetical order of their names.

Princesses and Dragons

Participants form an inner and an outer circle, both circles facing inwards, and 
in a way that behind each person of the inner circle there is a person from the 
outer circle. People in the inner cricle are princesses, in the outer circle they 
are dragons. One dragon from the outer circle has no princess. It tries to get a 
princess by calling the name of a princess. The called princess tries to run to the 
princessless dragon, but her own dragon will try to keep her. If she manages to 
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escape, then her dragon needs to get a new princess.

Quick competition

Participants are divided into 3 team. Each team needs to find a name for 
themselves. Then for each category the trainer announces, they need to send 
one contestant to compete against the contestants of the other two teams in 
the given category. The following categories are announced:

• longest travel time door to door
• longest time no airplane
• longest hair
• most countries visited
• most E+ projects participated
• most languages spoken
• most brothers and sisters
• longest distance from elbow to middle finger
• most colours on body
• highest jump, lowest sound
• highest sound  

Scaling and mapping

0-100: 

On an imaginary line from 0% - 100%, participants self-assess themselves and 
indicate their assessment with the position of their body along the imaginary 
scale, in the following categories:

• proficiency in English
• proficiency in Estonian 
• vegetarianism
• level of energy right now
• experience in youth work 
• experience with facilitation and training
• experience with NGO management
• enthusiasm about being in Estonia

Map of Europe:

Participants need to place themselves in the room according to the country they 
represent, forming a map of Europe. The trainer uses a virtual airplane (or train) 
to visit all the places the participants come from and get a short description.
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Take a Step Forward

Participants stand in a circle. In case the category named by the trainer applies 
to them, they indicate so by taking a step forward (and then back again).

• first time in Estonia
• first E+ project
• younger than 30
• play an instrument
• likes to get up early
• open floor for participants and their categories

STOT Profiles

The trainer proposed the creation of the STOT Profile – which is an A3 template 
with little information about you. Name; Country; Contacts; Add Photo (drawing); 
Hobbies, Favorite Movies, Favorite Books, Quote and More Info. Each STOT Profile 
had glued an envelope that would act as an inbox for future exercises and 
messages among the participants. Each participant created their own profile in 
a relaxed creative atmosphere. 

BREAK
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12:00 – Training Intro

After the energizer, we started by revealing the secret missions of the previous 
night, we then proceeded with the introduction of Noored Ühiskonna Heaks and 
how this training course was formed. Team members and trainers introduced 
themselves and told what they are responsible for during the training 
course. Coordinator shared some housing practicalities and explained also the 
reimbursement procedures, the Facebook group and the resource google drive.

Objectives were introduced and discussed while facilitated by the trainers. 
Trainers introduced the programme. They described each session and the aim of 
it. Each participant also got a folder with the programme, YouthPass and 8 key 
competences and reimbursement sheet in between. 

Expectations and Contributions

Participants then formed small teams and discussed what they would like to 
happen at this training course, what they can contribute to make it happen, and 
what we need to be careful with.
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We all Contribute

Trainer presented a flipchart with 5 different daily tasks that the participants 
should take responsibility for as part of the non-formal education principles. 
The roles were:

– Time Keeper (support participants to be on time); 

- Photo Reporter (Take pictures and add in our FB page around 20 photos per day 
that will uploaded in our FB group page); 

- Journalist (Participant write an article of few small paragraphs about how was 
the day and their relation to it);

- Clean Angel (Participant support and motivate others to keep the working 
room clean and the material organized)

- Energy Master (Participant will support facilitating one energizer at the 
beginning of a session during that day);
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13h30 – Lunch

15h30 – Team Building

Session started with the trainers presenting the result of the Expectation, 
Contribution and what we should “pay attention” flipchart.

Secret Friend

Each participants received randomly a post-it with a name of someone else in 
the group that secretly they should take care and look after. Therefore, we all will 
have someone looking after each other until the end of the week.

The Apple Game

Participants were standing in a square made with a tape and their main 
assignment was to transport 50 apples, 2 lemons and 2 eggs from one corner to 
the opposite corner of the square. 
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Rules - everyone had to touch the orange, but only once; everybody had to stand 
on the rope and they weren’t allowed to move from the place, they had to start 
and finish with the lemon; they had 25 minutes to think out the strategy and 
then they got one try out; you are not allowed to pass the orange to the person 
standing next to you; after the discussion participants had to say how many 
oranges they will deliver and how much time they need for that. 

Session ended with reflection. Participants discussed how they managed to 
transfer apples, what was difficult about it, how they managed to work as a 
group.

Communication Line exercise was shown and questions about the inclusion 
and roles of all the participants in the activities were reflected. Trainer asked 
participants to think and form guidance for the group work.

Outcome

Participants decided as a group to transport 50 apples in 15 minutes. During the 
middle of the process one participants decided to stop transporting the apples 
because he/she did not agree that the group should transport all apples, which 
created a discussion in the middle of the process of transporting apples and 
an open conflict about the participant and other few participants who did not 
agreed with the attitude of skipping the process in the middle and failing the 
game to all the group.

The group reached 11 apples in 2 minutes and 57 seconds.

Group started the debriefing by sharing their feelings about the experience and 
trainer focus in what were the elements of the strategy and implementation 
that they would repeat and which ones they would change to have a more 
satisfying and effective group work on the next time.

• Trainer compiled the answers as:
• Establish Aim/Purpose
• Be Clear About the Procedures, & Group Culture (Decision Making? 

Concense/Compromise/?)
• Balance Between Ego and Group;
• Risk Assessment Plan
• Make Sure Task at Hand is Understood;
• Define Roles and Task Division.
• Check Group for Resources.
• Do Not Let the Loudest Win, Ensure that everybody is Heard;
• Humor
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• Assess Needs, Negotiate
• Crises = Opportunity

Trainer ended the session sharing a model of Satisfying group work with the 
3P’s of People, Process and Product.

17h00 – Break
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17h30 – Team Roles

As the previous had stirred up a lot of emotions concerning team work and a 
need for resolving was still “in the air”, we spontaneously decided to change the 
session’s topic to team work. Participants formed small groups and took a walk 
in the forest near the house. During the walk, they told each other how they are 
usually perceived in teams, what is their usual role and contribution, and if they 
are happy with it or if they want to change something.

Upon return we debriefed the discussions of the walk, and introduced the 
cteam role model by M. Belbin. We went through the 9 different roles and made 
a mapping with participants, who identifies with what, in order to check if we 
could theoretically form a perfect team with the participants of the training 
course.
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18h30 – Reflection Groups

Trainer presented 5 smaller reflection groups and each group had a facilitator 
that were in the team or supporting the team. Each day trainer presents a 
different Reflection Methods. The first day the reflection Methods were The Likes 
“Think back on today and define which moments made you feel like the “Likes” 
below (add one if needed). Share your observations and conclusions with the 
other members of your group”.

19h00 – Dinner

21h00 – A Call for Adventure

For the evening trainers challenged participants to be able to talk with each and 
every participant and find one thing that they can connect between each other, 
also trainer challenge each participant to write down a personal challenge that 
would represent their action to start the 

Participant Facebook Report - Raquel Jurado

1st day’s journal
(but I did it my way ):
Brief introduction:

Haiku is a type of short form poetry originally from Japan. Traditional Japanese 
haiku consist of three phrases that contain a kireji, or “cutting word”, 17 phonemes 
in a 5, 7, 5 pattern 
So for today:
1. get to know each other:
My name is well known
and as the flies come and go
so are we in life

2. training intro:
Good morning people
I wonder about today
what will we learn next?

3. team building:
Dear friend of mine
you’re the apple of my eye
please come and join me
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4. teamwork and philosophy:
Little did I know
teamwork and philosophy
were so related

5. call for adventure:
When you look forward
to the others to you too
calls for adventure

22nd June – Tuesday – Non-Formal Learning, Networking and Study 
Cases

9h30 - Non-Formal Education Principles and Values

Silence Reflection

15 minutes of every day are dedicated to individual self reflection, each find a 
place under relaxing reflective music and writes down in their learning booklet 
what their main feelings, learning moments and experience in the training 
course. 

Learning Hat

Trainer taped 7 questions to the hat. Participants stood in a circle and hat was 
going around according to the music. Whenever the music stopped, the one 
with the hat had to take a question and answer it.
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10h00 - Introduction to Non-Formal Learning

Exercise 1: crossword puzzle

Participants were split into groups of three. Each group was given an empty 
solution sheet, and the elements of the solution cut in crossword style fashion. 
Each group had to try to come up with the solution using the cut out pieces. 
Later, we compared the results in plenary and discussed them, hence jointly 
exploring and discussing the main characteristics and definition of non-
formal learning as opposed to formal education and informal learning. We 
rounded up this exercise by giving an input on the history of education, and how 
formal education, non-formal education and informal learning come into play 
historically. 
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Exercise 2: competences

We introduced the concept of the components of a competence (skills, 
knowledge, attitudes) and jointly explored possible examples for the following 
areas of competence development: 

• driving
• cooking
• the present training course.

Exercise 3: principles in non-formal education

We covered the floor of the plenary with A4 sheets, each sheet depicting a 
different underlying principle in non-formal education, such as transparency, 
walk the talk, competence development, challenge vs safety, holistic approach, 
different learning preferences etc. We also add a couple of blank A4 sheets in 
case participants would like to add principle. Participants then walked around 
randomly and when the facilitator said stop, they would discuss the principle 
nearest on the floor to them. In a next step, participants were asked to stand to 
the principle that seemed the most relevant to them, and we jointly discussed 
it.

11h30 - Break

12h00 - Our Civic and Educational System

After a short energizer, trainer invited the participants to create a poster in a A3 
paper about their organisation which should contain the following information: 

• Name and Place;
• Target Group;
• Main Activities;
• Contacts;
• In which kind of cooperation you are interested in
• What is your involvement in the organisation?

Participants were also asked to create an “Elevator Pitch” (short 1 minute pitch) 
to promote either your organisation or yourself as a trainer/facilitator.

After preparation, each participant had their pitch, while being recorded and 
they spoke in front of the group. The presenter had to choose who would present 
next until all the participants had their presentations done.
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Participants hung their posters at the wall and we debriefed the experience. 
How was the first public presentation in one word. Later the group shared their 
feelings about the presentations and pointed out the importance of public 
speaking for the job of facilitator/trainer. 

Trainer pointed out that they can have access to their videos in order to 
analyse their presentations as the next few days we will come back to the 
topic. Also the group was invited to check the posters and open conversation 
with the organisations presented in order to create new partnerships and new 
cooperations as they shared in which topics they would like to develop together.

We deleted the videos of the participants’ presentations as after sharing it with 
them we were asked for.
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13h30 - Lunch

15h30 - Group Dynamics and Challenge Cases

Group dynamics

We introduced and discussed Tuckman’s model of group dynamics, and how 
it applies to youth work, the management of organisations and projects, and 
especially how it applies to the design and facilitation of learning activities. 
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Challenging cases

The trainers prepared 30+ cases of challenging group dynamics coming from 
practice of implementing international learning activities (youth exchanges, 
training courses, volunteering, online courses etc). Participants were split into 
smaller groups and randomly picked 5 different cases. In the small group, 
participants discussed how they would react if they would be the trainers/
educators/facilitators in charge. Selected cases we discussed in plenary 
afterwards.

Here are some examples of the cases discussed:

“You are a trainer on a „training of trainers” course. As part of the programme, 
the participants design and run own training modules with their colleagues. 
One group of participants runs an out-door night-time activity and totally fails. 
The rest of the participants are frustrated, have a big need to steam out and 
they are tired. Some of them are even aggressive, a conflict is about to break out. 
Furthermore, it is cold, wet and dark, and you are 30 mins away from the venue.”

“During a physical exercise, a participant makes a humiliating joke about 
another participant because of her obesity. She breaks into tears and runs out 
of the room. The rest of the participants are embarassed and do not know what 
to do.”

“You are a trainer on a training course, together with a colleague. You divided the 
sessions with your colleague. You completed „your” sessions of the morning, the 
afternoon sessions have been prepared by your colleague. All of a sudden, your 
colleague feels very sick and needs to go to hospital. You are alone with all the 
participants and the afternoon sessions should be starting in one hour.“

“You are running a training course, some of the participants are advanced and 
professional in the topic, others are total beginners and do not even know about 
their organisation. Additionally, some participants apparently came to be on 
holidays and are not interested in the topic.”
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17h00 - Break

17h30 - Self-Directed Learning

In this first self-directed learning block, we explored the ETS competence model 
for trainers. We showed the SALTO YOUTH website, and then specifically the 
sections on Training & Co-operation, European Training Strategy, Competence 
Model. We then formed trios, making sure that in each trio that would be at least 
one laptop to tablet. We then invited the trios to engage in self.directed learning 
based on the instructions we had posted in the facebook group: 

SELF DIRECTED LEARNING DAY 3, JUNE 22nd

In your trios, explore the competence model for trainers. Check the seven 
competence areas, and the contained competences. Discuss in your trio the 
meaning / interpretation of the competence areas and competences, and 
discuss which areas and competences you find especially relevant, and why. Be 
back in plenary at 18:20. For any question about the competence model, feel free 
to ask MarCus. 

Here are the relevant links: 

VISUAL OVERVIEW OF THE MODEL: 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1i8f2RYVM8hdNOkU4IpZw9LXgak9I9l6b/view
ETS COMPETENCE MODEL (page 5 - 28):
 https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GPlLzQZqU_6Oe0r2sDDwjsQuHKnCFPLd/view
VISUALS OF THE DETAILS:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZQsPNT7SieXaeZRJYzQRCaEPpHx-b28g/view
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18h30 - Reflection Time

Trainer presented 5 smaller reflection groups and each group had a facilitator 
that was in the team or supporting the team. Each day the trainer presents a 
different Reflection Methods. The second day we presented The Mirror. “If you 
look at the mirror, you will see your reflection on it. Now you will look in the 
mirror, after this day, and will answer the following:

1. What was the “aha” (learning surprise) moment of the day?

2. What I would like to go deeper with?

3. What could be improved today?”

19h - Dinner

20h30 - Intercultural Evening

Each country received a task to present in a creative and interactive way (that 
lasts maximum 7 minutes) your country. This presentation was in the working 
room and does not include any foods and drinks, only cultural matters of each 
country.

Participant Facebook Report - Georgiana Moldoveanu

Day 3 Tuesday 22nd June

Dear Diary,

Waking up surrounded by sounds of birds and river water has never been more 
exciting. Estonian food is complimented perfectly by the loveliest company.
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My morning started  with the rhythms of: “Let’s get down, let’s get down to 
business...” I still like it.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nCg3ufihKyU

I will practice a new morning routine in the following days: we are starting 
with a silence bubble, so, without talking amongst each other, we are listening 
to soothing music and reflecting on the previous day. It is a nice breath of 
normality, we are not reporting our thoughts, we are not talking about them, we 
are writing our self-reflections in our notebooks.

The learning hat is our new morning challenge, in a circle, the hat passes from 
one to another, while dancing not knowing when the music stops and which 
participant is going to answer. Good news is that the challenges are a mix of 
social  and content questions from the previous day, we can help each other and 
we even get candy if we answer correctly.

NFL - have you also thought that we are going to talk about the National Football 
League? In teams we discovered the difference between formal / non-formal and 
informal education so now NFL will always mean Non-formal learning for me.

Energizers are the best! We remembered today about James Bond, washing 
machine and toaster (thank you Manu), we got to play rock-paper-scissors 
growing from eggs to dinosaur (great idea Jana).

I am thinking about becoming a trainer. NFL - Trainer’s guiding principles clearly 
stated how little I know about the  topic but how logical everything can be. We 
talked about concepts visualized on paper, we are developing competences, 
working with ideas and sharing our thoughts with the group. I am not a 
trainer now, yet today I felt extremely empowered, 20 % of the knowledge is 
transferred by the trainer and 80% of the learning happens during the activities. 
Experiential learning is the best.

The most challenging activity today might have been the 1 minute pitch, a 
public speaking exercise that was both challenging and extremely useful. Shall 
I talk about the organization or myself, what to choose, a minute is too little, 
but what should I focus on?! they were all questions running through my head. 
Dear diary, I will never have such a supportive group, I have never felt so I ease to 
talk in front of a camera. Breath in... breath out... x3 times say your name, say the 
names of people in the same room with you Calm down the agitation and make 
the best of your time here while climbing your personal stairway to becoming a 
trainer.
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Group dynamics and the SALTO framework of competences for trainers 
concluded our sessions today. The forming, storming, norming, performing 
and transforming will happen automatically in any group, but a trainer needs 
to take into consideration the needs of the group. During the session I thought 
our group would be at the norming stage, but after the intercultural night we 
showed that we can perform together.

And the best is yet to come!

23rd June – Wednesday – Communication, Feedback and 
Experiential Learning

9h30 - Non-Formal Education Principles and Values

Silence Reflection

15 minutes of every day are dedicated to individual self reflection, each find a 
place under relaxing reflective music and writes down in their learning booklet 
what their main feelings, learning moments and experience in the training 
course. 
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Learning Hat

Trainer taped 7 questions to the hat. Participants stood in a circle and hat was 
going around according to the music. Whenever the music stopped, the one 
with the hat had to take a question and answer it. 

Communication Skills and Feedback

Trainer asks the group to form couples with someone they felt connected with 
during the first 2 days. Trainer separates the couple and for one is asked for 
them to share the most important day of their life and why. Secretly the other 
group is asked to “act like they do not care” about the information given to 
them by their couple when he/she is back.  

Participants return to the plenary and were asked to debrief on how the 
experience was. The experience brought quite bad feelings as half of the group 
felt guilty to act this way and the other half felt lack of consideration and 
sadness with the behaviour of the listener. Trainer asked in which moments and 
situations back home the participants felt the same way. Trainer presented the 
concept of Active Listening and how to in practice train your body and mind to 
listen to the person.

After the presentation the participants were asked to return to the same couple 
and share again the story and use the techniques with each other. 
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Broken Phone with a story Active Listening Exercise in chains : Participants 
leave the plenary room, except for 1 volunteer, who is told a story with the 
instruction that they had to retell the story to another participants.  Following 
that 1 participant enters the room, is retold the story by the initial volunteer. 
Then the initial volunteer takes a seat, another participant enters the room and 
has to be retold the story, and in turn they have to tell it to each participant 
coming into the plenary. The participants entering the plenary are instructed not 
to speak nor ask questions, only listen. 

The story:

“Hi, good that I met you, I must tell you something very urgently. The thing is 
that yesterday I took a walk in the forest, and maybe because I was so scared 
of bears and wolves and because it was so dark, I lost my bag with all my 
documents for travel reimbursement. And now I have an appointment with Tairi 
in half an hour. Any idea what I could do? I already asked Pavel but he was busy 
playing board games with Manolo and Selman. Pavel was by the way wearing 
green trousers and a red shirt with tiny yellow stripes, maybe in honour to the 
light nights we have in the Jaanipaev period. Anyway, in case I do not make it 
for the meeting, please tell the organisers that I travelled economy class with 
RyanAir, my itinerary was from Hell via Warsaw to Tallinn, I spent 267 EUR, and 
the code of my bank card is 1234. Ok, see you later, and thank you for your help!”

Trainer invited the group for a debriefing moment and asked what the elements 
would be to take into consideration when sharing a message and how we can 
avoid the misunderstanding. Trainer gathered the hints and tips from the group 
and pointed-out at the end. 
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11h30 - Break 

12h00 - Public Speaking

After energiser, Trainer asks the group if they understand the concept of 
feedback. Session started with an overview of the tips and guidelines on 
feedbacking.

– Consider the needs of the person receiving the feedback. 
– Describe behaviour only 
– Do not attempt to interpret. 
– Focus on behaviour that can be changed. 
– Be specific. Give examples. 
– Wait for feedback to be asked for. 
– Do not judge. 
– If possible, give feedback immediately after the behaviour (if asked for it). 
– Allow the freedom to change or not to change. 
– Express feelings directly (e.g. “It makes me insecure when you …”). 
– Also give positive feedback.

Participants are asked to prepare a poster about a topic that they feel they can 
give a training about. The topic input should not last more than 2 minutes. The 
participants have 15 minutes to prepare their poster.

Group is divided into 3 smaller groups and are guided to make a presentation 
of the input to their group members and receive feedback on their presentation 
skills using the previously shared guidelines.

Inside each group, each participant had an opportunity to give their 
presentation and then received 2 or 3 feedback on how their presentation went 
including suggestions for the future.

At the end of the presentations, the group debriefed about how the feedback 
went and which feedback suggestions they would take to themselves and try to 
change. Trainer presented the concept of Johari Window, where the 4 awareness 
areas were presented and the trainer highlighted that feedback might reveal 
many aspects of the Blind Spot of the receiver.
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13h30 - Lunch

15h30 - Experiential Learning, Debriefing and Facilitation

The power of questions

First we explored the relevance of questions for the work of a trainer. 
Participants were split into couples and had the tasks of keeping up a 
conversation by only asking questions to each, in order to discover how difficult 
it is to overcome the urge of providing answers instead of opening up spaces by 
asking questions.. 

The next exercise gave a closer look at the differences between open-ended 
and close-ended questions, and in which situations they prove useful. Eg in 
the beginning of a debriefing, it is important to ask open-ended questions in 
order to gather as much data as possible, while as in the conclusion phase of a 
debriefing, close-ended questions might come in handy.

To conclude, we discussed a scheme showing different approaches that might 
be useful for trainers, and how they relate to 
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• who has the power over the content? client or resource person?
• what is the main tool used? asking questions or giving inputs?

This model also helped us understand the difference between the different 
roles of trainers, facilitators, coaches, mentors, teachers, instructors, mediators, 
therapists etc.
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The diamond of facilitation

Next we introduced the model of the diamond of facilitation, and how it applies 
to the work of a trainer. We also discussed different techniques that we can use 
as facilitators.

(flipchart by @coxegasdecor)
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Group size versus participation

As part of the discussion on tools and techniques for facilitators, we also 
discussed the relation of group size to the usual involvement and participation 
of people:

(flipchart by @coxegasdecor)
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Experiential learning

We introduced the model of experiential learning according to A.D. Kolb and 
illustrated it with a story of a little kid learning not to touch hot stoves. 

(flipchart by @coxegasdecor)
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Debriefing

Based on the model of experiential learning we discussed the relevance of 
debriefing, and how it can be applied in training situations. To exercise it, 
participants participated in a game called “river captain”. When the game was 
finished, we did not conduct a debriefing, but asked participants to switch roles. 
We asked them to put themselves into the shoes of facilitators/trainers, who 
just ran the activity with a group of participants. In small groups, and based on 
the game they just participated in, we asked them to come up with:

• the educational purpose of the game, why would they have chosen this 
game as educators / trainers / facilitators

• at least 3 questions for the reflection phase
• at least 3 questions for the conceptualization phase
• at least 3 questions for the application phase

17h00 - Break

17h30 - SDL

As the previous day, participants had gotten acquainted with the SALTO ETS 
competence model for trainers, today we introduced an online tool for the 360° 
review and assessment of trainer competences: AppRaiser. We screenshared 
the website and showed examples of how to use it. We then formed couples 
among the participants, who had the task to explore the AppRaiser platform and 
perform a self-assessment in at least one competence area.
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These are the instructions we posted on our facebook group:

SELF-DIRECTED LEARNING DAY 4, June 23rd

Go to the appraiser platform at: https://appraiser.badgecraft.eu/ and register 
/ log in. Choose the tab for “self assessment”, and perform a self assessment 
of your competences as a trainer. Do it for at least one competence area (= one 
sector of the wheel).

18h30 - Reflection Group

Trainer presented 5 smaller reflection groups and each group had a facilitator 
that was in the team or supporting the team. Each day the trainer presents 
a different Reflection Methods. The third day we presented The Hand. “Each 
participant draws his/her hand on a piece of paper or use the hand below. Each 
finger stands for something different:

The thumb: What input or moment was thumbs up for you? What did you really 
like?
The index: Which moment or input is important for the future? What do you 
want to point out?
The middle finger: What or when did you want to raise this finger? What didn’t 
you like?
The ring finger: With what or whom did you feel connected?
The little finger: About what do you want to learn more or what can be improved?
Define for yourself what to write with the different fingers and share with each 
other.”
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20h30 - Dinner and Estonian Night - Jaanipaev

Participant Facebook Report - Liis Vaana
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Day 4

24.06.21

My dearest granny!

Did you hear what happened with me last night? To tell you everything I have to 
start from the beginning of the morning. I was sitting in sunshine having my 
morning silence bubble and suddenly remembered the summertimes I spent 
with you and grandpa.

Remember when I got burned by hot pot? Now I know it’s called informal 
learning. If you would tell me that on that exact day instead of hugging me I 
wouldn’t be happy about it but now I look back at that day and I’m thankful you 
were there for my learning experience.

I rode Brazilian horse yesterday, can you believe? It was totally different from our 
neighbours horses I had opportunity to ride with in my childhood.

After the horse ride I got some tricks and tips about the active learning. I’m sure 
you remember how I did when grandpa was talking something and I was just 
sitting and nodding but my head was processing some totally different things. 
Not a good example of active listening, right?!

I received lots of gifts yesterday - feedback. I learned so much about myself. How 
I receive a gift and how I deal with it later on?You know, it really is similar to real 
gifts - only thought through ones are the ones you’re really happy about, even if 
you don’t understand it at the beginning. With that I remembered the knitted 
socks I got from you for Christmas. At first I wasn’t happy about them and would 
have had candy instead. But to have them on on our cold witherdays while 
playing outside in the snow I finally understood how important your gift really 
was and no candy could replace them.

While I’m writing the letter to you I’m not sure anymore was yesterday a dream 
or it really happened. Why I’m thinking like this, you ask? Maybe because of 
koala, kangaroo and pinguins I saw last evening. Can you imagine to see them 
all in one afternoon without  going to the zoo? Oh, and I totally forgot about the 
fairies. It was Jaanipäev as you know and we followed some traditions as we did 
in my childhood. I didn’t see any fireflies nor blossoms of fern but I definitely 
saw some fairies dancing around the bonfire we had. I felt as a fairy myself and 
it was magical.
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Missing you a lot!

PS! My new ZIP code is 014, try to remember and tell also to grandpa!

Liis

24th June – Thursday – Discovering Local Reality and 1001 Methods

9h30 - Discovering Local Reality

Participants were invited to join some morning hiking and discover the 
surroundings and we organised a canoeing. Morning served to rest and reflect 
about the second half of the programme.
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13h30 - Lunch

15h30 - 1001 Methods

Brainstorming

Trainer start the session asking participants which methods they know related 
with experiential learning and non-formal education and make a brainstorm 
session while cluster methods close to similar areas or similar exercises. During 
this process, if someone does not know the method, we ask for the participant 
explain in a sentence.

After the brainstorm, we ask if they can recognise any of those methods that 
were used until now during the training.
 
Trainer shared the group into 5 smaller groups. Each ground need to discuss 
and answer few questions:

• Which methods do you like to use and why?
• Which methods would you like to learn or try?

Plus each group received a method area (Simulation & Role Play; Debate and 
Group Presentation; Team-building and Assessment ; Trust Games and Get to 
Know Games; Digital Tools and Outdoor Activities).

• What are the difference between them and main elements of each of them?
• Any concrete method you used? Which ones?

After 25 minutes, each group presented their results explain concrete methods. 

Trainer shared a few online resources and a few books where different methods 
can be visit. All the resource material is inside of the Library folder of the google 
drive shared for the participants.

Here: 
https://drive.google.com/drive/
folders/16ze0M0wddsWyrUuaTR7eFjPKNzv7H1uz?usp=sharing 

https://www.coe.int/en/web/compass/chapter-2?fbclid=IwAR2f58j7swNYoz17Id0tdmIT9S
7w8zqvJG9IVHp-1rbhI6DqYkUISL791hE 

https://pjp-eu.coe.int/en/web/youth-partnership/t-kits?fbclid=IwAR1Dm19Q90M3G1ykAfe
vBSv9hejZ1h4nDpqpLs5Bn0VUseDwF5LF1No_Piw 
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17h00 - Break

17h30 - SDL

As today we had heard a lot about methods, for today’s self-directed learning 
block we chose to explore the YouTrain YouTube channel, which offers short 
and easy-to-digest video tutorials on methods and approaches in non-formal 
education. In trios, participants watched at least 3 different videos and 
discussed them. 

Here are the instructions we posted on our facebook group:
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SELF-DIRECTED LEARNING DAY 5, June 24th

Go to the “YouTrain” channel on YouTube and check the playlist of methods in 
non-formal education:
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLalcxnicShPNomcxjp6wtFGuaEX7xu6YF
There are 15 different methods from the following categories:
- Energizers, name games and introduction activities
- Teambuilding, group dynamics and outdoor activities
- Debates, discussions and group work
- Simulation exercises and roleplays
- Debriefing, evaluation, assessment and closing methods

TASK: in your trio, watch at least 3 different videos from the playlist. Choose 
based on your interest. After each video, discuss the method presented. For what 
learning purposes and for what target groups can you use the method? What is 
the power of the method? How can the method be variated or modified? What 
are important considerations concerning the method, for example what you 
might need to be careful with or what could go wrong when using the method?
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18h30 - Mid Term Evaluation

Participants were asked to fill a mid-term evaluation of the training so far in 
this link: https://forms.gle/pkUXCz62EoHATYLs5 

Team reviewed the results during the team meeting and sorted out the main 
conclusions. Conclusion can be found at the end of the Activity Report.

19h30 - Dinner

21h00 - Passion Night

Participants are invited and supported to share their passion or interest during 
the evening in a concrete place and time around the venue. Everybody is invited 
to present something and write down in the flipchart what they would like to 
propose, what time they intend to do that and in which place of the venue he/
she will be. Therefore others can join if they are very interested.

Participant Facebook Report - Alesia Golovko
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Captain’s Log: Stairways to Trainers, Day 5.

This was the day of the Summer Solstice after the Jaanipäv night, the bonfire, 
songs, and dances. 

9:00. Most people started the conversation by saying, “When did you go to bed 
yesterday?” A bit underslept but happy, we returned to our working routine. On 
the schedule, we had to get acquainted with the local reality, methods, and self-
directed learning.

11:00. The first stopover was the trip down the river rapids. With a friend, we 
chose our boats and started our Estonian white-water rafting canoeing. Every 
team developed their own strategy of reaching the destination. Some wanted 
to come first and had a race, others wanted to enjoy nature and were following 
the flow, some decided never to step out of the boat and to navigate even in 
the shallowest areas. The smells and views cherished our senses. Our frequent 
encounters included a beautiful kingfisher, ducks with ducklings, lotuses, and 
yellow waterlilies.

15:30. The next stopover was fully dedicated to methods. We learned about the 
precious “Diamond of Facilitation” and what it entails. There are actually 1001 
(!) methods in non-formal learning, and now we wonder if one facilitator can 
potentially use all of them at least once in their working life. We analyzed our 
previous days and sessions and found that most of the methods were used by 
our trainers in our TOT “Stairways to Trainers”.

17.30. The third stop of Day 5 was SDL. Here, we discussed even more methods, 
which of them we have used in our life, and what we would like to adopt in the 
future.

20:00. Jeva, our artistic and creative Santagora, organized a watercolor 
workshop for everybody interested. The day ended in the Trivia game, raucous 
laughter, and dancing.

Looking forward to the adventure of Day 6!
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25th June – Friday – Agenda and Preparation for the X-Peeriment

9h30 - Cooking an Agenda

Silence Reflection

15 minutes of every day are dedicated to individual self reflection, each finds a 
place under relaxing reflective music and writes down in their learning booklet 
what their main feelings, learning moments and experience in the training 
course. 

Learning Hat

Trainer taped 7 questions to the hat. Participants stood in a circle and hat was 
going around according to the music. Whenever the music stopped, the one 
with the hat had to take a question and answer it. 

Cooking an Agenda

After the energiser, the trainer opened a discussion asking “What are the 
moments in your daily life that you feel you are on the flow? Moments when 
time passes and you are so focused that you don’t realise the world around 
you?” Group started a discussion about piano playing, video games, reading 
and so on. Trainer introduced the Model of the Flow. The Flow Model shows the 
relationship between task complexity and your perceived skill level. You can 
use the model to discover why you’re not achieving flow. It can also help you 
discover whether you need to improve your skills, or increase the challenge or 
certain tasks, to help achieve flow. 
Trainer shared some tips and tricks on How to Select the Right Method? Aims 
(Objective and Intentions); Institutions (Culture, ethics and Preferences); Target 
Group (Size, Age, Background, Learning Preferences, etc); Sequence (What came 
before? what goes after); Educator (Competence, Preference, Team Composition, 
Experience); Frame Conditions (Time, Space, Budget, Materials, etc).

Group was divided into 6 smaller groups and each group had the task to create 
an agenda for a different kind of event. The 6 events were: 

• Training Course on Social Entrepreneurship for Rural Women
• Orientation Day on Job & Career Opportunities for Disadvantaged Youth;
• Soft-Skills Training for Students;
• Youth Exchange on Inclusion & Diversity
• Outdoor Summer Camp for Teenagers
• Expert Seminar on Inclusion Work
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Each group designed their own agenda based on the previous inputs and 
preferences. 

Back at the plenary trainer asked each group to share in one minute what is the 
agenda of their event and highlight what was the most important part of their 
event. Each group presented their agenda.

Debriefing started on how the process of building an agenda was and what 
were the elements and methods they found important when putting it together. 
What were the inputs used and models to make their agenda effective and 
interesting. What to keep in mind next time when building their training 
agenda?

We discussed how to split tasks, have good group work by subdividing, being 
aware of process, if stuck, focus on something else, etc. The approaches found 
in the building they agenda were: top down, narrowing down by limitations, 
build around certain blocks or tools, start from end, prototyping and fixing; 
Walk in shoes of participants, Electronic vs post-its, Based on experience of the 
facilitators. 

11h30 - Break
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12h30 - Preparation of the X-peeriment

Now was finally the time of the long awaited x-peeriments, where participants 
would prepare sessions and run them as trainers with their colleagues as 
participants. We started with a symbolic rite of passage. Participants were 
asked to write “trainer” on a piece of masking tape and put the label on 
themselves if they felt ready for it. Once everybody had labelled themselves as 
“trainer”, we shook hands and welcomed each other as trainers. 

We then started to explain the x-peeriments. First we showed that all 
instructions are also available as handouts and online, in order to make it less 
overwhelming for participants.

We then went through a flipchart we had prepared, in order to explain the basics 
of the x-peeriment, which we also explained via a handout:

X-PEERIMENT:

(DESIGN AND) RUN YOUR OWN WORKSHOP!

The task of this session is, as a team of 3 – 4 persons, to plan, deliver and 
evaluate your own educational workshop. Here are some guidelines:

1.You should plan an educational workshop that, as much as possible, is 
relevant and suitable for the needs of your target group(s) and your daily youth 
work. It can include an experiential part and a debriefing following the model of 
A.D. Kolb. You can either base yourself on one of the session designs provided 
(but please adapt it for you specific target group and educational purpose, eg 
inclusive youth work, and use additional research on the internet if necessary), 
or you invent a new workshop from scratch.
2.The target group should ideally be the participants you have at disposal as 
they are, but you can also instruct them about a setting you simulate (eg that 
they are youngsters at a local youth club, or young migrants).
3.The total delivery of the workshop should be maximum 60 minutes long, 
including the initial gathering andinstructing of participants and closing of 
the workshop, eg with a debriefing/reflection and/or a summary. Everygroup 
member should be involved in some way in preparing, delivering and evaluating 
the workshop.
4.Think carefully about and discuss jointly the following: aim of your workshop, 
learning objectives, target group andrespective needs, timing, venue, handouts, 
materials, methods to be used, questions for debriefing, possible pitfalls,etc. 
Fill in together the provided activity outline and report form. Also, assign at 
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least one person to be in charge ofensuring and collecting the documentation 
and evidence of your session (photos, flipcharts, videos, materials usedand 
produced, testimonies, ...).
5.Plan and rehearse the activity in detail, thinking carefully about the roles of 
the different people who will deliver it.
6.Before delivering the workshop, make sure the room(s) or venue(s) are 
prepared and all materials are available.
7.After receiving all the feedback following the delivery of your activity, 
evaluate the workshop within your team andproduce a report. The idea is that 
a person who has not been present in your activity should be able to fully 
understandwhat happened and be able to run a similar workshop based only 
on your report, and to use it in different situations.The report consists of a 
narrative part (to be filled in the activity outline and report form) and physical 
+ electronicannexes of all outcomes and materials used and produced (photos, 
videos, music, flipcharts, testimonies, ...).

FORMAT OF EACH X-PEERIMENT UNIT:

max 60 minutes: workshop
•(before: you prepare the spot/venue of the activity)
•optional: you provide instructions to the participants regarding their role or the 
setting
•offical start and delivery of the workshop
•potential debriefing/reflection
•(after: you evaluate the activity and produce a full report)
Max 30 minutes: assessment and feedback:
•if the activity caused a need for steaming out, room should be given for it
•you go to separate place and shortly discuss among yourselves how it went. At 
the same time, the participantsexchange opinion in buzz groups (5 minutes)
•you come back and tell how you feel it went and how you felt during the whole 
process
•you receive feedback from participants. You can indicate if you want to receive 
feedback on your facilitation, onyour workshop design, on none or on both.
•when receiving feedback, you do not discuss or justify. You can however ask for 
clarification or for specificinformation.
•you say how you feel after the feedback
•a discussion can then be initiated on the workshop design and the learning 
objectives, the potential target groupsand suitability of the activity, possible 
modifications etc.
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(flipchart by @coxegasdecor)

Next we showed the session outlines and manuals we had prepared for the 
participants to chose methods or ideas from, in case they would not go full 
“freestyle”
https://drive.google.com/drive/
folders/1LK9pnj9B0GkDew6DHC5Mi451ke62y9IG?usp=sharing

Then each participant gave a first feedback on their preference for level of 
challenge, and topic. Based on this, participants negotiated and formed groups 
of 2 - 4, and agreed on a atopic for their x-peeriment.

We then went through the template for session outline the trainers had 
prepared, and agreed on the timeline for the rest of the day, including which 
trainer would be coach for which x-peeriment group.
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13h30 - Lunch

15h30 - Preparation of the X-peeriment

A quick check-up meeting to clarify any questions that had come up in the 
meanwhile.

17:30  Check-up and allocation of slots
By show of hands, participants indicated the progress and/or satisfaction in the 
following categories: 
• percentage of progress
• quality of group work
• level of nervousness
• overall satisfaction so far

Then everybody summarized the current status with one word, and floor was 
given to any feedback or questions.

Next each x-peeriment team gave a summary of the x-peeriment they were 
planning, so people could sign up according to their interest.

We then proceeded to allocate the available x-peeriment slots of the coming two 
days, and made sure participants would sign up for the x-peeriments of their 
colleagues.

19h30 - Dinner
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21h30 - Preparation of X-peeriment

Finalise the preparation of your workshop, prepare the materials, handouts and 
flipcharts. Get ready for the next day.

Participant Facebook Report - Pawel Kulasiewicz
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Captain’s Log: Stairways to Trainers, Day 6

We started with our daily routine - self-reflection time and dancing hat. It 
appears that Hamza is sexy, facilitation process has an shape of the Diamond 
and experience, reflecion, conceptualization and applications are elements of 
experiential learning process.

Wise man said “Today we change our flow of the training. We will learn how 
to put methods into a sequence”. And it Was a real change. We all became a 
trainers. At least according labels we put at our outfits.
First about “The Flow”. But what is that misterious state of Flow? How to achieve 
it? What does it mean? We spoke about that for a while. Some of us were in that 
state. Reading books, sailing, playing xbox... Yes, some of us were in the state of 
flow even against will of our beloved ones.

How to choose the right method? To bake this cake is very easy - decide about 
main aim, describe needs of your target group, check frame conditions, involve 
educator, specify sequence of activities, what are the institutions? We get back 
to the strucutre and sequence. What is important? What we should take into 
consideration? We found much usefull information.

Not everyone knew but training is based on gamification. During the break 
between our exercises and struggles most of us finished mistirious “The 
Reimbursement game” - one of most important games in our trainee life.
After the dinner we did not go gently into that good night. Boldly and with 
sparks in eyes we stood in front of our biggest enemy - The unknown path of the 
training. Some of us sacrifise everything to that task - dinner, focusness, some 
even sacrifised time... But at the end everyone felt that label “TRAINER” is not 
only an epmty promise. It has a special meaning that in this process we are not 
alone, we will stand bravely and we will win...

Captain’s Log: supplemental

Day was warm, mosquitos were busy as always. We swam, we spoke, we laughed, 
we had our time...
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26th June – Saturday – X-Peeriment in Action

9h30 - X-peeriment in Action

Silence Reflection

15 minutes of every day are dedicated to individual self reflection, each finds a 
place under relaxing reflective music and writes down in their learning booklet 
what their main feelings, learning moments and experience in the training 
course. 

09h45 - How to give feedback after x-periments

A very crucial part of the x-peeriments is the feedback given by colleagues. Here 
we agreed on some principles in order to make it a fruitful experience:

X-PEERIMENT: GUIDELINES FOR FEEDBACK

While you participate in the sessions designed and facilitated by the other 
participants, please observe the way the facilitators/trainers deliver the session, 
the effects on and reactions in the group, and the whole process in general. 
Make mental notes in order to provide feedback to the team of facilitators 
during the feedback phase immediately following the delivery.

Here are some points you can especially put a focus on during your 
observations:

• Are the instructions clear?

• How is the time keeping?

• Are the session and its delivery well structured?

• How good/clear is the division of tasks between the facilitators, how well do 
they co-operate between each other?

• Body language of facilitators?

• Reaction of facilitators on group and individual behavior(s)?
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• Are the facilitators in the comfort zone or in the panic zone?

• How flexibly do they react to unexpected developments or unclarities in the 
group?

• Are the learning objectives clear? Do you understand the meaning of the 
session you participate in?

• Do you feel an impact or effect on you or the other participants, caused by the 
session?

• What do you think about the design of the session? Is it appropriate? 
Innovative? Creative? Effective? Structured?

• How is the debriefing? Is it well structured, e.g. do the facilitators follow the 
model of Kolb? Does the debriefing help the participants to achieve the learning 
points of the session?

Possible formats of feedback:

• I-message: I + specific behavior of other + feeling in yourself + wish/
recommendation

• The forbidden “but”: I really liked + AND behavior + recommendation

• Sandwich: +/-/+

• Start/Stop/Minimize/Keep

Be specific and concise, do not judge. No paternalizing or “smart-assing” in 
your feedback! Make it a constructive and caring service for your colleagues. No 
debates, and no justifications!

10h00 - X-Peeriment in Action (2 groups)

Two x-peeriments were run in parallel:

Queer the stage

This x-peeriment used improv and theatrical methods to reach the following 
objectives:
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• Raise awareness on the topic of the gender identity
• Boost the empathy in the topic mentioned above
• Improve communication skills
• Raising confidence amongst the participants
• Provide a safe space for developing creativity
• Make the participants think out of the box (divergent thinking)

In order to reach the following outcomes and impact:

• Participants develop improvised scenes related to gender issues
• Participants understand the situation and emotions of other characters in 

scene
• Participants express themselves and hear other’s statements
• Participants interact with the rest of the group during and outside the 

situations
• Participants are active during the workshop
• Participants step out of their comfort zone

Impressions:
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Treasures of nature

This x-peeriment used communication and drawing methods to reflect on our 
relation with nature.

Aim: how to behave in nature? Consequences and actions connected to the 
public right of access.

Context: Nature is day by day in danger, so we wanted to raise awareness on how 
we should behave in

nature involving practical examples from the public right of access of Estonia.

Impressions:
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11h30 Break

12h00 - X-Peeriment in Action (2 groups)

Two x-peeriments were run in parallel:

Who you gonna call?

This x-peeriment used a variety of methods (lecture, visual self-assessment, 
speed date game, letter to yourself (reflection), debriefing, …) in order to reflect 
and clarify the different roles trainers might have.

Objectives: 

• help participants find their position on the scale of roles and their 
tendencies;

• Became more aware of the variety differences of roles;
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• Better understanding of their potential strengths and weaknesses; 
• Better understanding of the area of potential grow 

Learning objectives

• Understand the difference among the roles and processes

Strategic objectives

• Short term: orientate them-selves

Expected outcomes and impacts

• Better understanding of the roles
• Exchange knowledge, peer to peer learning as a tool to enhance participants 

knowledge, reflection, experience
• Clarify the different roles’ skills and characteristics

Context: Training for trainers

Problem: Participants lack of understanding in the four roles

Impressions:
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Drop it

A workshop on mental wellbeing, stress release and mindfulness
Aim: provide information and strategies on how to cope with stress and 
stressful situations and practice two strategies in this direction.

Context: being under stress is normal and it is important to have the tools to 
know how to reduce it. This workshop could be organized as an activity itself or 
a part of: a training course or a youth exchange

Impressions:
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13h30 - Lunch

15h30 - X-Peeriment in Action (2 groups)

Two x-peeriments were run in parallel:

Covid Love Stories

A workshop inspired by the famous Abigail exercise.

Aim:

In this session our main objective is to help participants understand the 
importance of different perspectives and how this is affected by not only the 
cultural, but also the general background of each person. We expect them to 
discuss the case study and express different opinions, in that way they’re gonna 
understand each other’s point of view. Also, the different teams will probably 
have different results, which will also lead to interesting comparison. At the 
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end the participants during the debriefing will discuss what they choose as 
impressive and what are the learning outcomes.

Context: 

The present activity is a part of a bigger project about conflict transformation. 
For people to understand how to transform a conflict, it’s important they will 
first understand what’s the reason conflicts exist and what having a conflict 
means in an international, interethnic, interreligious, school environment or any 
other level.

Impressions: 
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Land Art

As the title suggests, this workshop focussed on creativity and outdoors by 
using the methodology of LandArt.

Objectives:

• To raise awareness on key competences of a trainer
• To increase creativity
• To work in a team
• To develop and practice teamwork skills
• To promote outdoor activities as a learning tool
• To be able to reflect on process
• To create pieces of art
• To create a story

Context: to practice teamwork skills of participants in a training for next 
activities

Impressions:

17h00 - Break
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17h30 - SDL

As participants had spent the whole day and most of the previous day working 
in their x-peeriment teams, today’s self-directed learning block was on co-
operation in teams, and styles of co-working in teams. Here are the instructions 
we gave: 

Meet in your x-peeriment teams.

TASK 1: take 15 minutes to INDIVIDUALLY (sitting together, but not talking to 
each other) reflect on the questions indicated in the attached “Co-Working 
Profiling Questionnaire”. The questions are about your style as a trainer, and 
your style of co-working with other trainers. You may want to write some of your 
thoughts or answers down.

TASK 2: in your team, give feedback to each other how you experienced the 
trainer style and co-working style of your colleagues. Make sure everybody gets 
feedback from everybody. Then discuss other interesting questions or thoughts 
that may have arised while you individually reflected on the Co-Working 
Profiling Questionnaire”.

18h30 - Reflection Time

Trainer presented 5 smaller reflection groups and each group had a facilitator 
that was in the team or supporting the team. Each day the trainer presents a 
different Reflection Method. The fifth day we presented The Blobs.

19h30 - Dinner

21h00 - Social Evening

Participants decided to have this night to spend time with each other sharing 
personal experiences and stories of their youth work, their previous training and 
facilitations.

Participant Facebook Report - Claudio Caprioli

It was still very quiet when I woke up. Just the noise of someone from the dining 
room, and the permanent music of the river in the background. Then, with the 
time, everyone of us came. Today’s task was to make concrete what yesterday 
was builded just theoretically, in and with our fantasy: the X-periment! It took 
a lot yesterday to collect ideas, choose them with the group, develop them. 
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Then piece by piece, word by word, like little particles of water that evaporates, 
everything collided in our activities, like in a big cloud full of expectation, fears, 
anxiety, fatigue, excitement, a lot of static energy and rumbling feelings that, 
for many of us, today,  just Exploded. And it was Rain!!! Concrete! Tangible! So 
refreshing and relieving! Everything, after a last final effort, just dropped! Good 
and bad things, what was expected and what was unexpected, the wind blew, 
the thunder made its voice heard from afar and water was sprinkled on seeds 
that will only be borned in the future. And now, while I’m writing, everyone is 
fraternally messing around. The sun is shining again in an empty sky, ready to 
be filled again with another dream.

27th June – Sunday – X-Peeriment in Action & Conclusions

9h30 - X-peeriment in Action

Silence Reflection

15 minutes of every day are dedicated to individual self reflection, each finds a 
place under relaxing reflective music and writes down in their learning booklet 
what their main feelings, learning moments and experience in the training 
course.

X-peeriment in Action (last group)

Now was the time for the last x-peeriment. Different from the previous 
x-peeriments, this x-peeriment was not run parallelly, but counted with all 
participants.

Inclusion profusion

A role play on social justice and identities.

Objectives:

• understand your role in the society
• understand your identity 
• become aware of the gaps in our society 
• reflect upon discrimination
• find your role and place in the community
• contribute towards social inclusion  
• understand diversity 
• become empathetic
• 
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Context:
We do this because we want youngsters to understand personal value and raise 
awareness about inequality and social inclusion. 

Impressions:

11h30 Break
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12h00 - X-peeriment Assessment and Reportings

As it is also the job of “real” trainers, to finish the “job” of the x-peeriments, the 
team had to evaluate how it went, and write a report, by filling the report form 
that is part of the session outlines provided by the trainers. All reports of the 
x-peeriments can be found here: 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/709717129588848 

13h30 - Lunch 

15h30 - X-peeriment Assessment in Plenary

We started by standing in a circle and using the “take a step forward”-method 
to check who at any point of the whole x-peeriment phase was at any time in

• comfort zone
• stretching zone
• crisis zone
• panic zone

We then put 5 sheets of paper on the floor, each containing three bars from 
0 to 100 on the following categories: “usefulness”, “challenge”, “satisfaction”. 
Each participant would simply ned to make a mark on each bar to indicate the 
level they assess it. The categories of the papers were: “team work”, “give and 
receive feedback”, “designing educational activities”, “facilitating educational 
activities”, and “overall x-peeriment”.

After reviewing and discussing in plenary how we assessed the scales, we 
completely remixed participants into small groups, making sure they are not 
with anyone else from their x-peeriment team. Their task was then to think of 
the whole x-peeriment phase and come up with lessons learnt for the future.

Here are the instructions we gave to them:

Tips, Tricks, Tools and Techniques for Trainers

STEP 1:

Individually, think about what were the 3 biggest challenges you faced during 
the X- PEERIMENT, and  think about 3 specific learning points you had.
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STEP 2:

Share your individual challenges and learning points in the group, and based 
on that, discuss what  tips, tricks, tools and techniques you could advise to 
future trainers/facilitators. Think about all possible aspects of being a trainer/
facilitator:
• teamwork
• practicalities
• using and producing learning aids (like flipcharts, handouts, music, …)
• designing an educational intervention
• facilitation
• dealing with group dynamics and unexpected situations
• body language
• making a good debriefing
• making the educational session powerful and impactful
• giving and receiving feedback
• personal and professional development as a trainer/facilitator
• useful resources and opportunities for professional development

STEP 3:

Summarize/visualize your tips, tricks, tools and techniques in an easy-to-digest 
and practical way on the flipchart.

Here are the outcomes: 
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Break
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17h30 - SDL

For the last time, we would have a self.directed learning block. We encouraged 
participants to once more go the AppRaiser platform, and this time use the 
features for external review, and fostering of a professional development plan. 
As official task for this block, we however encouraged participants to explore 
the trainer’s library:

SELF-DIRECTED LEARNING, 27.06.2021 (DAY 8)

Go to the trainer’s library (https://www.trainerslibrary.org/) and explore it. You 
can search by keywords, follow the suggestions of the editors, or search by 
competences. Spend at least 30 minutes exploring the trainer’s library. Think 
of which competences you want to develop further as a trainer and search 
for resources accordingly. If you find a resource, video or an article that might 
be useful for all of us, pls share the link on our facebook group with a short 
description or summary.

18h30 - Reflection Groups

Trainer presented 5 smaller reflection groups and each group had a facilitator 
that was in the team or supporting the team. Each day the trainer presents a 
different Reflection Methods. The seventh day we presented The Smiles. “Think 
back on today and define which moments made you feel like the expressions 
below (add one if needed). Share your observations and conclusions with the 
other members of your group.”

19h00 - Dinner

21h00 - Games Night

Coordinators brought several board games and shared among participants for 
an evening of fun, strategy and cooperation. 

28th June – Monday – Trainer Roles, Follow Up, Youthpass and Final 
Evaluation

9h30 - Learning Spaces, Models and Roles

Silence Reflection

15 minutes of every day are dedicated to individual self reflection, each finds a 
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place under relaxing reflective music and writes down in their learning booklet 
what their main feelings, learning moments and experience in the training 
course. 

Learning Hat

Trainer taped 7 questions to the hat. Participants stood in a circle and hat was 
going around according to the music. Whenever the music stopped, the one 
with the hat had to take a question and answer it. 

Learning Spaces, Models and Roles

Visual thinking

As we had Dorottya Turos with us the whole week as graphic harvester, we gave 
floor to here to lead a 45 min workshop on visual thinking, and how it can be 
useful in a training context.
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Where do you stand? Role and approach of trainers

Using the “where do you stand” debate method, we discussed the following 
controversial statements concerning the role of trainers, and how they design 
and facilitate learning processes and environments:

“As a trainer …”

• “ ... it is important that the participants like you”
• “ … it is ok to manipulate participants if it supports them in their learning 

process”
• “ … you have full responsibility for the participants and their feelings”
• “ … you should not show your personal feelings, you should be completely 

neutral”
• “ ...you have to be a perfect role model yourself for the values you convey”

As expected the discussion went quite controversial and heated, however 
allowing to identify important distinctions, and also showcased possible different 
approaches and “self.-understandings” as trainers.

11h30 Break

12h00 - Follow up: Individual and Organisations

Group was divided into 5 smaller groups and were moving around 5 different 
tables. Each table had a flipchart with a question and they could talk and add 
comments related to those questions. the questions were:

-           How do you foresee the future changes in your daily work?

-           Which actions (inspired by the training) you will do as soon as you 
return home?

-           How Young People will Benefit from your Participation in this Training?

-           Where will you use the competences gained from this training? Be 
concrete

Later the group moved around and checked the results of the flipchart.

Trainer Introduce the story of Matt and how he involved people in his project 
and the impact of it, while showing both videos (first before people joining his 
project and second when people joined his idea)
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Videos: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7WmMcqp670s; https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=zlfKdbWwruY;

Also about how the multiplication of Free Hugs Campaign started: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vr3x_RRJdd4 

In a big circle the participants had an opportunity to walk the “red carpet” to fill 
the flipchat named to announce the follow up activities they will perform but 
also what cooperation in organisational level we started this week

Here is the result: XXX

After this, participants were split into three groups and invited to the “Golden 
Harvest”, where they would:

• give each other positive and empowering feedback 
• individually reflect on personal and professional consequences for the 

future
• reflect in couples on their future during a “walk and talk”

13h30 - Lunch
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15h30 - Youthpass

Trainer asked participants who had Youthpasses and how many. Participants 
had the opportunity to explain what is youthpss for them, being after completed 
their inputs by the trainer. Participants watched two short videos which 
introduced what Youthpass is and what the 8 key competences are (https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=6wHSU5YxtXk)

Participants were divided into six groups where they had 10-15 minutes to 
discuss what they had learned throughout the week, one concrete learning point 
per stripe done in their group flipchart. When the flipchart was full they cut the 
flipchart according to their stripes in a way that each learning point per paper 
stripes.

Participants were asked to come in a bigger circle and were asked to take 
randomly 2 strips and then discussed all their learning points through and tried 
to put them under the 8 key competences described before. During the process 
the participants had the help of the group and trainer that were giving inputs 
and comments on the process

Participants went through a realistic experience on how to fill the youthpass, 
from the learning diary where all the points were written beforehand and later 
on to understand each Key Competence as a box or door where they could 
systemize their learning outcomes and discoveries.

Break

17h00 - Final Evaluation

Participants were asked to find a place where they could feel comfortable and 
close their eyes for the next exercise. Room was made as dark as possible and 
calming music was playing in the background. Facilitators lead participants 
through all the past days. When all the sessions and activities were mentioned 
and participants arrived back to this day, they were allowed to open their eyes.

Next part was group evaluation. Three flip charts were placed on the floor 
– your feelings in picture, your contribution and feedback pizza (on scale 
0-100%, evaluate your satisfaction with food, accommodation, team, workshop, 
importance for you, group leader, group feeling and overall satisfaction). 
Participants were asked to go to each flip chart and fill it in as they feel. Three 
flip charts from the first day were also placed on the floor – what will you give, 
what do you want to get and what can block you.
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Participants were asked to take away those sticky-notes that were fulfilled. Most 
of the participants were satisfied with their experience and evaluated their 
satisfaction with different parts of the project to be higher than 80%.

Personal Evaluations were requested through a Google form and all participants 
filled it.

Session continued with the closing circle after which participants were asked to 
sit in a circle. Everyone had an opportunity to share their feelings and emotions 
with others. Coordinator shared the last messages and the last practicalities. 

Results of the Evaluation can be seen in the Evaluation Section


